Mink with Divergent Activity Levels have Divergent Reproductive Strategies
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Abstract

Stable individual differences in activity levels within populations have been linked to differences in reproductive rate or parental care in several species, including American mink (Neovison vison). Fur-farmed mink are good models for studying such effects because they yield large sample sizes and readily allow investigations into maternal behaviour, reproductive success, offspring performance and the relationships between these factors. On farms, very inactive individuals generally have smaller litters, and this held true in our study populations. We tested two competing hypotheses to explain this: (1) inactive individuals are failing to cope with a challenging environment and experiencing chronic stress and/or depression-like ‘apathy’; this predicts female-skewed litters, poorer maternal care, higher infant mortality and poorer infant growth and (2) inactive individuals do not have reduced fitness but instead employ an alternative adaptive reproductive strategy, trading off offspring quantity for quality; this predicts enhanced maternal care, reduced infant mortality and enhanced infant growth. Inactive females’ kits, especially their sons, grew faster than active females’, even after statistically controlling for litter size; and by 21 d, inactive and active dams’ litters no longer differed in total biomass, despite the former’s smaller litter sizes. In kit retrieval tests, inactive females were faster than active dams to reach their sons (as well as more likely to contact their sons than their daughters: a bias towards male kits not evident in the active dams). Furthermore, kit growth rates and dam latencies to touch them co-varied, suggesting the existence of consistent differences in maternal style across inactive and active dams. Hypothesis 2 was thus supported: inactive females favour offspring quality over quantity, investing more resources in fewer kits, particularly males. This potentially boosts their sons’ adult fitness. More broadly for laboratory-based studies, possible ‘captivity effects’ on the fitness correlates of activity and other personality traits are discussed.

Introduction

Within populations of a given species, there is often a great deal of stable inter-individual variation in activity levels, and this variation may correlate with life history strategies. Fur-farmed American mink (Neovison vison) illustrate this potentially extreme variation particularly well. During the season (winter) and time of day (morning, before the daily meal; Mason 1993; Hansen & Møller 2008) when mink are most active, some individuals are active for 80% or more of the time (Bildsøe et al. 1991; Svendsen
et al. 2007a), while others spend 90% of this period recumbent in their nest-boxes (Meagher & Mason 2008). These individual differences predict 24-h time budgets, because mink that are more or less active at these times are correspondingly more or less active overall (Mason 1992; Svendsen et al. 2007b). In this species, such differences in activity levels also correlate with reproductive differences in terms of annual litter size, with the most highly active females producing the largest litters (Mason 1992; Jeppesen et al. 2004; Meagher et al. 2010). Our aim here was to investigate why this is the case.

For captive animals on farms and in zoos, such differential activity is often studied and interpreted from an animal welfare perspective. Their inactivity may be hypothesized to reflect hiding, resulting from chronic fear (e.g. Carlstead et al. 1993; Rochlitz et al. 1998). Inspired by laboratory rodent and human clinical findings that chronic stress can induce ‘apathetic’ depression-like states (cf. Willner 1997; Anisman & Matheson 2005), very inactive subjects may instead be hypothesized to be apathetic (e.g. Cronin 1985; Wielebnowski et al. 2002), ‘lethargic’ (e.g. Zeller 1991; Wemelsfelder et al. 2009) or ‘depressed’ (Carlstead 1996; Carlstead et al. 1999). Extreme inactivity can thus be hypothesized to reflect a failure to cope with a challenging environment. Consistent with this view, the stereotypic behaviours common in highly active captive individuals often seemed empirically linked with lower stress levels than those of more inactive conspecifics in the same conditions, suggesting that the latter do have reduced abilities to cope with sub-optimal housing (Mason & Latham 2004). There is some behavioural and endocrine evidence that this might be the case for farmed mink, although it is not consistent across studies. Thus, some studies report that, compared to active mink, inactive mink are more likely to be timid (Hansen & Jeppesen 2006) and have higher baseline cortisol levels (Bildsoe et al. 1991), suggesting greater chronic stress. However, other studies report no significant relationships between inactivity and temperament (Korhonen et al. 2002; Svendsen et al. 2007a) or even reduced cortisol levels in inactive animals (Svendsen et al. 2007a; Meagher et al. in press), perhaps reflecting that corticosteroid levels can be elevated by physical activity per se (e.g. Girard & Garland 2002).

The smaller litter sizes of inactive mink could be viewed as further evidence that these individuals have reduced abilities to cope, because chronic stress decreases fertility, including average litter sizes, across multiple species (Hemsworth 2003; Wingfield & Sapolsky 2003). Stronger evidence, however, would also include the following four reproductive changes, not yet compared across the behavioural phenotypes of mink. First, the offspring (‘kits’) of inactive females should show impaired growth (e.g. as occurs in mink kits whose dams are experimentally stressed (Dobson et al. 2008) and sometimes in the children of depressed mothers (Stewart 2007). Second, inactive females should show increased offspring mortality rates (e.g. as occurs in the piglets of fearful sows: Janczak et al. 2003). Third, relatedly, they should show reduced maternal care (e.g. as occurs in stressed captive gorillas: Bahr et al. 1998), including decreased maternal responsiveness (e.g. as occurs in depressed human mothers: Stewart 2007). Fourth and finally, assuming that maternal investment affects male offspring reproductive success in adulthood (see, for example, Wells 2003), which is more variable than female reproductive success in promiscuous species such as the mink (Faust & Thompson 2000), and assuming that other factors (e.g. sex-specific philopatry, absent in mink) are not at work, then poor quality mothers should produce female-biased litters (Trivers & Willard 1973; Faust & Thompson 2000). In other species where such assumptions hold, stressed dams do produce more female than male offspring (e.g. silver foxes, Vulpes vulpes: Bakken 1995, 1998). These reproductive predictions of the ‘failure to cope’ hypothesis were our focus here.

Behavioural ecology research on personality and behavioural syndromes offers an alternative, competing perspective on inactivity levels and their link with small litter sizes: that differences in activity reflect adaptive personality traits that are not directly related to stress or the coping abilities of the individual. Personality refers to a set of behavioural characteristics in an individual that are consistent over time and across contexts (Gosling 2001; Réale et al. 2007). Inter-correlated personality traits are sometimes termed ‘behavioural syndromes’ (Réale et al. 2007); for example, activity, exploratory behaviour and boldness are frequently co-associated in a single behavioural syndrome (Sih et al. 2004). Boldness has also been linked with increased aggression (Koolhaas et al. 1999) and tendencies to form routines (Verbeek et al. 1994), and low exploration with tendencies to show immobility and little aggression under stress (Koolhaas et al. 1999). Minks’ individual differences in activity could well be considered an aspect of personality, and perhaps part of a broader behavioural syndrome. These differences are also heritable (e.g. Hansen 1993) and consistent
across long time periods (Mason 1993) and different housing conditions (M. Díez-León & G. Mason, personal communication). The phenotypes also differ in other behavioural traits. Inactivity is negatively correlated with stereotypic behaviours such as repetitive pacing (Bildsoe et al. 1991; Svendsen et al. 2007a), and this in turn correlates with increased routine-proneness (Dallaire et al. 2011); inactive mink are thus less prone to behavioural routines.

Multiple evolutionary explanations have been proposed for the existence of alternative personalities or behavioural syndromes within populations. Sometimes they may reflect variation in fitness, with relatively unfit (e.g. subordinate) individuals ‘making the best of a bad job’ via timid, non-aggressive phenotypes (Dall et al. 2004). In other cases, however, they represent alternative adaptive strategies with similar fitness, perhaps differently favoured according to current circumstances [e.g. trait frequencies within the population (Réale et al. 2007) or food abundance (Boon et al. 2007)]. In such cases, the different syndromes may diverge in trade-offs between the various life history traits that affect fitness. To illustrate, activity/boldness has often been linked to trade-offs between fecundity and mortality, with active, bold animals showing greater reproductive rates but shorter lifespans because of elevated risk-taking and faster ‘paces of life’ involving less investment in long-term survival (e.g. Careau et al. 2008, 2010). Such hypotheses are supported by evolutionary modelling (Wolf et al. 2007), as well as some data (e.g. Biro & Stamps 2008). These bold, active, rapidly reproducing individuals are further hypothesized to allocate less maternal care to their individual young (Réale et al. 2010) in trade-offs resembling those seen across ‘R-’ and ‘K-selected’ species (Jeschke & Kokko 2009). In humans, personality is indeed linked to such trade-offs between offspring quantity and quality: women scoring lower in the trait ‘neuroticism’ raise fewer but larger offspring (alvergne et al. 2010). In non-human animals, however, although certain aspects of maternal behaviour are known to co-vary with some personality traits (e.g. Hollander et al. 2008), these specific adaptive reproductive trade-offs have not yet been shown to vary across individuals with divergent behavioural syndromes. Together, these data and hypotheses suggest that in mink, active and inactive phenotypes could have evolved different reproductive strategies. More specifically, inactive mothers’ decreased litter sizes might be part of a trade-off between offspring number and quality, with these mothers showing more maternal care, and their kits, enhanced growth and reduced mortality. There is some preliminary evidence for this hypothesis: kits raised by inactive/non-stereotypic foster-mothers grow faster than do those fostered to active/stereotypic dams (Mason et al. 1995).

We used farmed mink as a model to test these two competing hypotheses from, respectively, applied animal welfare and human psychology research, and fundamental behavioural ecology research on personality or behavioural syndromes, to investigate why very inactive captive mink often have small litters. The testable predictions of the two hypotheses are summarized in Table 1. Farmed mink yield unusually large sample sizes while also allowing direct observation of maternal behaviour in a manner not feasible in the wild or even in laboratory conditions. This allowed us to determine, for the first time, how all these variables interrelate in a single system.

**Methods**

**Subjects**

A total of 549 females entering their second or third breeding season were observed across three farms in south-western Ontario. At Farm 1, we observed mink of two colour-types (lines bred for fur colours): 149 Blacks and 144 Pastels. These colour-types differ in temperament and average activity level, with Blacks typically being more active and more ‘nervous’ (European Commission 2001; Meagher et al. 2011). The other farms had only one colour-type each: we sampled 143 Blacks at Farm 2, and 113 Pastels at Farm 3. Mink were individually housed in wire-mesh cages with a wooden nest-box (a cube with sides 18 cm long). Nesting material was provided

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prediction for inactive dams (compared to active dams)</th>
<th>‘Failure to cope’ hypothesis</th>
<th>‘Alternative life history strategies’ hypothesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maternal responsiveness to offspring</td>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infant growth rates</td>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infant mortality rates</td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td>Decreased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex ratio of litter</td>
<td>Female-biased</td>
<td>NSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tested elsewhere (Meagher et al. in press): cortisol levels or reactivity</td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td>NSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not tested yet: lifespan, if allowed to live into senescence</td>
<td>Decreased</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NSD, no significant difference.
beginning shortly before any mink gave birth; at Farm 1, wheat straw was provided, while Farms 2 and 3 used aspen shavings instead. Exact cage-sizes varied but met Canadian Codes (being 61 cm × 19 cm × 46 cm or greater). Mink had access to water *ad libitum* and were fed once daily. The University of Guelph’s Animal Care Committee approved the research.

**Behaviour in the Pre-Mating Period and Maternal Characteristics**

Subjects were screened for inactivity in February. Live behavioural scanning was conducted daily from 09:00 until feeding began (c. 13:00–13:30), for nine or 10 d. Live scanning has been validated by correlation with video data (Bildsøe et al. 1990; Svendsen et al. 2007b). Analyses were based on percentage of scans spent inactive (lying down/out of sight in nest-box), and stereotypic behaviour (defined as a sequence repeated at least three times consecutively) was recorded separately from ‘normal’ activity. Inactive mink tend to be fatter (Jeppesen et al. 2004; Hansen & Møller 2008), which could have a confounding effect on offspring sex ratios (Cameron 2004) and infant growth. To control for this, farmers scored animals for body condition on a 5-point scale, from very thin to very heavy, where three represented the ‘ideal’ (cf. Hynes et al. 2008). To attain acceptable reliability (intra-observer reliability of kappa >0.4), scores were pooled into three simpler categories: thin, normal (scores 2.5–3.5) and overweight (Meagher et al. in press provides statistical details).

**Litter Characteristics and Kit Performance**

Kits were counted, sexed and weighed on post-natal days (PND) 1 and 21: a period when kits depend fully on mothers for food (Dunstone 1993; Mason 1994) and thermoregulation (Harjunpaa & Rouvi nen-Watt 2004). Weights were averaged for each litter, split by sex. Sexual dimorphism is clearer at PND 21 than PND 1, making sexing more reliable at this age (data at PND 21 revealed that 4.5% of litters had a kit mis-sexed at PND 1); sex ratio at 21 d is thus taken as our measure of sex ratio. Growth rates were calculated as differences in average kit weight between PND 1 and 21, divided by 20 d, for each sex. Removing the litters with ambiguous sexing on PND 1 did not affect growth rate results, and thus they were included in the analyses presented here. Kit mortality distinguished between deaths during the first 24 h (including stillbirths) and mortality after that time. Farmers cross-fostered some kits, or rescued kits that had been chilled, according to their standard farm practices. However, litters in which this occurred were excluded from the litter size and sex ratio analyses.

**Maternal Behaviour**

Three characteristics of nest-building were scored: the presence/absence of nest material, the shape into which that material was formed and the amount of fur incorporated. In rabbits, where this is best studied, using fur in nest-building is a maternal behaviour controlled by progesterone and prolactin (Zarrow et al. 1961) and improves offspring growth and survival (Marai & Rashwan 2003). Wild mustelids similarly line nests with fur (King & Powell 2007), as do domestic ferrets (Roberts 1977), although the mechanisms and effects on their offspring are unknown. Fur was scored on a three-point scale: (0) no fur; (1) a few clumps; (2) fur throughout nest. The presence of nesting material (e.g. straw) influences mink kit growth and survival (Malmkvist & Palme 2008). Furthermore, the shape of the structure created affects offspring performance in other species (Andersen et al. 2005; Deacon 2006; Pedersen et al. 2006). Nest shape was therefore rated from 1 to 7, where one signified that all nesting material was ejected, with none present around kits, and seven signified a fully enclosed nest (details in Table 2; cf. Malmkvist & Palme 2008). The maximum possible score at Farms 2 and 3 was only 5 because of the lack of straw. Nests were scored every second day from late April until a score was obtained for each mink 1–2 d before giving birth and 1–2 d after.

Kit retrieval tests (Malmkvist & Houbak 2000) were used to assess maternal responsiveness in a subset of females selected using February inactivity levels; 25 of the most inactive and 25 of the least

---

**Table 2: Nest shape scale**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>No nesting material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Some nesting material; flat, unstructured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>All nesting material remaining; flat, unstructured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Saucer-shaped indentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Round hole with sides higher than the dam when lying down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Round hole with partial ‘ceiling’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>At least 75% of nest covered by ‘ceiling’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
inactive females from each farm and colour-type were included (excluding females with fewer than four kits, to reduce potentially confounding effects of litter size): 200 in total. Tests occurred in the mornings of PND 5. One kit per litter was selected at random, and its sex noted; it was then placed in the cage centre, head facing the nest-box. The times taken for the mother to touch it and return it to the nest-box were recorded (for a maximum of 180 s to prevent kits becoming chilled).

Statistical Analysis
Analyses were conducted in JMP 8 or SAS 9 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). Females that did not produce litters were excluded from all analyses. Relationships between inactivity and temperament, body condition, litter size, sex ratio and growth rates were analysed using general linear models (GLMs), controlling for farm, colour-type and, where appropriate, litter size. Relationships of interest between dependent variables were analysed similarly. Farm was a random effect, and restricted maximum likelihood (REML) methods of estimation were employed as recommended for mixed models (Searle et al. 1992). Exceptions were sex ratio models, which would only run if farm was treated as fixed, and models for kit growth include both sexes, where farm and colour-type were combined into a single fixed effect labelled ‘group’ to allow nesting of individual within group. Effects of farm, colour-type and litter size are not presented here unless interacting with variables of interest. Because nest scores were ordinal, inactivity was used as the dependent variable to allow use of GLMs. Tests were two-tailed. Normality and homogeneity of variance were assessed by inspection of residuals (Grafen & Hails 2002); Bartlett’s test for equal variances was used for categorical effects. Data were transformed where needed to meet the assumptions of parametric tests (e.g. inactivity was logit-transformed in nest score analyses, while latencies to touch and retrieve kits were log-transformed). Where the assumptions could not be met, non-parametric generalized linear mixed models were used (e.g. for relationships between kit mortality and dam inactivity; nest scores; and retrieval times). Two extreme outliers (probably measurement errors) were removed from male growth analyses.

Kit retrieval tests showed ceiling effects because some mothers did not retrieve within the allotted time. Survival analyses were considered, but their assumptions were violated: the active/inactive groups’ survival curves crossed (Kleinbaum & Klein 2005). Probabilities of failure to respond were therefore analysed separately using chi-squared tests, and non-retrieving mothers were excluded from further analyses of latencies.

Results

Dam Behaviour and Litter Characteristics
Subjects varied greatly in activity; the least active spent up to 98% of the observation period inactive, while the most active were never recorded inactive. As expected, body condition and inactivity positively co-varied ($F_{2,486} = 28.0$, $p < 0.0001$; see Table 3 for more details). Also as expected, high inactivity predicted small birth litter sizes ($N = 343$, $F_{1,178} = 4.49$, $p = 0.035$, regression coefficient: $-0.0124$). For sex ratio effects, there was a non-significant trend for an interaction between colour-type and inactivity ($F_{1,315} = 2.90$, $p = 0.090$). When the analysis was split by colour, a non-significant trend for a negative correlation between sex ratio (proportion of litter that is male) and inactivity existed in Pastels only ($F_{1,143} = 3.19$, $p = 0.076$).

Kit Weight, Growth and Mortality Rates
Details of kit weight and growth rate results are presented in Table 4. Inactivity did not have a significant main effect on individual kit weight on PND 1. For kit growth rates, dam inactivity and kit sex interacted ($F_{1,800} = 6.68$, $p = 0.010$). Split by kit sex, inactivity significantly predicted enhanced growth in both males and females, but for males, this interacted with litter size (see Table 4), and the slope of the inactivity main effect was steeper for males than for females (Fig. 1). These results control for litter size and thus are not simply by-products of inactive dams having fewer kits. Controlling for dam body condition did not eliminate this effect (males: $F_{1,381} = 42.2$, $p < 0.0001$; females: $F_{1,382} = 16.0$, $p < 0.0001$). Inactivity tended to predict relatively small total litter biomasses on PND 1 ($F_{1,293} = 3.28$, $p = 0.076$).

Table 3: Distribution of body condition among animals at extremes for inactivity (defined by the first and third quartiles)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body condition</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Active (%)</th>
<th>Inactive (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fat</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In kit retrieval tests, response failures did not differ between active and inactive groups (Blacks: 11% of inactive vs. 14% of active dams, $\chi^2 = 0.167, p = 0.682$; Pastels: 14% of inactive vs. 10% of active dams, $\chi^2 = 0.308, p = 0.579$). However, inactive mothers were more likely to touch their sons than their daughters (94.3% vs. 79.5% touched, respectively, Fisher’s exact $p = 0.033, N = 97$) – an effect that was non-significant in active mothers (93.6% for sons vs. 81.4% for daughters; Fisher’s exact $p = 0.109, N = 90$). Response failures did not predict kit mortality or growth ($p > 0.10$).

For mothers that did respond, there was no effect of inactivity or kit sex on total retrieval time (both $p > 0.10$). However, for latency to first touch, inactivity and kit sex interacted ($F_{1,153} = 5.29, p = 0.023$), with males being touched faster by inactive than active dams (Fig. 2). Litter size was unrelated
to latencies to touch or retrieve kits (both p > 0.05). Again, neither latency to touch nor to retrieve predicted kit mortality (both p > 0.10). However, latency to touch predicted kit growth rates, averaged across sexes (Fig. 3; \( F_{1,159} = 7.96, \ p = 0.005 \)). Latency to retrieve also predicted kit growth in Pastels (\( F_{1,67} = 5.63, \ p = 0.021 \)) – shorter latencies correlating with increased growth.

The presence of nest fur before parturition co-varied with inactivity, higher inactivity being associated with more fur (\( F_{2,389} = 3.47, \ p = 0.033 \)), although such effects vanished post-parturition. No dams ejected all of their nesting material from nest-boxes, so no analyses were needed for simple presence vs. absence of nesting material. However, nest shape scores before the day of parturition correlated negatively with inactivity, an effect that was the strongest among Blacks (colour*shape \( F_{7,446} = 2.97, \ p = 0.005 \)). Nest shape \textit{post partum} was, however, unrelated to dam activity levels (\( F_{6,426} = 0.81, \ p = 0.558 \)).

**Discussion**

We tested two potential explanations for the smaller annual litters of highly inactive mink: the ‘failure to cope’ and ‘alternative strategies’ hypotheses. Only one finding was potentially consistent with the stress hypothesis: inactive females had lower nest shape scores before parturition. However, our use of nest quality to indicate maternal care was rather exploratory, and like other authors (Møller 1990), we found no evidence that this score is biologically relevant for farmed mink: it did not predict kit mortality or growth. Furthermore, inactive dams did not have elevated cortisol nor elevated fear (Meagher et al. in press); thus, stress could not explain their reduced litter sizes.

The ‘alternative strategies’ hypothesis was far more convincingly supported. According to kit growth rate and retrieval data, inactive females invested more resources per kit. Both effects were significant even after controlling for litter size, thus increased growth in kits with inactive mothers did not just reflect trade-offs between litter size and body size of individual offspring because of finite resources (e.g. milk; Sikes & Ylönen 1998); nor were retrieval results mere side effects of small litters resulting in fewer kits in the nest-box competing for the mother’s attention (Clausen et al. 2008). Furthermore, dam inactivity levels predicted faster kits’ growth rates even when their greater body condition, likely associated with larger energy reserves to support lactation, was statistically controlled for. Combined with our finding that shorter latencies to retrieve were statistically related to faster kit growth, this strongly suggests that inactive dams’ enhanced maternal responsiveness plays a major role in their kits’ faster growth. They may also spend more time nursing or huddling with kits; however, past research failed to find differences in the amount of time stereotypic and inactive mothers spend with their kits (Mason et al. 1995): all dams are very inactive during this period, showing negligible stereotypy and spending much of their time in the nest-box. This suggests that the explanation must be sought elsewhere, perhaps in milk quality or dams’ readiness to let milk down [nest fur data suggesting that prolactin levels could differ between the two phenotypes (cf. Zarrow et al. 1961): one avenue for future research]. Whatever the mechanisms, inactive dams’ pattern of smaller litters but faster kit growth and greater responsiveness to sons indicates no less investment overall, but instead the favouring of ‘quality over quantity’: an increased investment per kit consistent with the ‘alternative strategies’ hypothesis. Only post-natal investment seems to differ between active and inactive dams, because kit weight on PND 1 was not significantly different.

That inactive females’ post-natal maternal investment was biased towards males was unexpected, or at least not predicted by either hypothesis. The opposite effect was previously found in this species in the kit retrieval test (Clausen et al. 2008); however, this finding was unexpected and no evolutionary expla-

![Fig. 3: Kit growth vs. latency to touch in retrieval tests. N = 168. Growth values are averaged across male and female kits.](image)
nation has yet been established. At the population level, maternal care is often biased towards males in many species, likely because of the greater variance in male reproductive success than female reproductive success, and the influence of maternal attention on this success (see Introduction). In wild mink, larger adult body sizes benefit males during competition for mates (Dunstone 1993); in farmed mink, large males also copulate for longer (Thom et al. 2004), while larger, relatively inactive males win more copulations in mate choice tests than do light-bodied, highly stereotypic males (Díez-León & Mason 2010). Because inactive dams’ sons are likely to inherit low activity levels and, consequently, have heavy body weights (Mason et al. 1995; Hansen et al. 2010), they are inherently more likely to succeed with females in the mating season. It is thus unsurprising that these potentially successful breeders are favoured by their mothers. Inactive dams may therefore be boosting their sons’ future success yet further, both by producing small litters, which our data show improves male kit growth particularly, and, independently, by devoting more maternal care to them. These hypothesized links between inactive dams’ behaviour, their sons’ growth rates during the suckling period and these males’ copulatory success in adulthood, now need to be tested directly.

The evolutionary framework of the ‘pace of life’ idea and other adaptive explanations for behavioural syndromes underlying our ‘alternative strategies’ hypothesis, along with the sexual selection ideas presented above, both indicate the great potential value of applying functional, evolutionary approaches to farmed animals. However, they also raise little-explored questions about the types of selective pressures such populations are under, and the effects that captivity can have on the correlates of personality traits. Our subjects certainly showed evidences of activity likely absent in free-living wild conspecifics. This is difficult to determine definitively, because studies of wild mink activity have very small sample sizes. For example, Zschille et al. (2010) present data from four female mink with a range of 56–65% of the day spent stationary, compared to our range of 0–98% of the time inactive, but their standard error with that small sample size is still similar to that in our population. However, we estimate that our least active mink curled up in their nest-boxes for more than 23 h daily (cf. the 70–86% of every day spent in dens by wild conspecifics: Dunstone 1993), while at the other extreme, our most stereotypic mink paced and head-twirled abnormally for hours, and extrapolating from their average speed, some paced over 12 km/d – further than the typical distances covered by wild mink (Gerell 1970). In general, the influences of captivity upon behaviour can occur in three main ways. One is that animals display immediate behavioural differences from wild conspecifics, caused by the constraints placed on some activities (e.g. flying, ranging widely) and the loss of need for others (e.g. food provisioning eliminates needs to forage). If captive-bred, animals can also show further behavioural and physiological changes that are caused by unnatural rearing conditions (e.g. fertility problems, premature mortality and more stereotypic behaviour: Latham & Mason 2004; Clubb et al. 2009; Jones et al. 2011). Third, altered selection pressures over multiple generations cause additional behavioural changes (e.g. Price 1999; McPhee 2004; McDougall et al. 2006). Captivity will thus often influence the range of behavioural phenotypes expressed, and potentially which traits cluster in syndromes. It may also affect the correlates of a given phenotype, for example, by altering the proximate fitness-related outcomes of behaviour by reducing risks of mortality (because animals are protected from predators) or reducing the need to search for food and thus the benefits of activity (see, for example, McPhee 2004). Although many fundamental, evolution-oriented studies of animal personality are laboratory based, some using subjects captive-bred for generations and/or small, non-enriched cages likely to induce stereotypic behaviour or extreme inactivity (e.g. Careau et al. 2008; Wilson et al. 2009), these important issues and their implications for data generality seem little acknowledged as yet in such research (Smith & Blumstein 2008; Archard & Braithwaite 2010 providing two welcome exceptions).

For farmed mink, we consequently cannot tell whether the observed phenomena reflect evolutionary legacies from their wild ancestors (this species only has been farmed for c.100 yrs; Hansen 1996), selective pressures acting within farms, or both. Thus, if inactive females truly have slower-paced life histories, for instance, their average lifespans should be longer (Réale et al. 2010; Table 1) – but whether this is true on farms and/or in these animals’ wild forebears remains to be tested. Captive farmed mink do still face evolutionary pressures: for instance, sexual selection can occur because in the breeding season females are given opportunities to mate with multiple males, some of which they reject while others are so successful that farmers keep them for breeding an additional year; and relatively high kit mortality rates (Dunstone 1993) indicate the poten-
tial for natural selection to improve maternal behaviour too. Studies of wild mink are therefore now necessary to determine whether the relationships observed here between behavioural phenotypes and reproductive variables resemble those in wild populations. Mink could also prove to be a good model for future research comparing the fitness correlates of personality traits in farm conditions, in the wild, and perhaps in more naturalistic forms of captive housing (e.g., large enriched enclosures).
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